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Microearthquake Study of Mount Katmai and Vicinity, Alaska
TOSIMATU MATUMOTO AND PETER L.

Lamont GeologicalObservatory o• Columbia University
Palisades, New York 10964
A seismicinvestigation was made during the summer of 1965 in Katmai National Monument, Alaska. During 39 days of nearly continuousrecordingwith a high-gain high-frequency
tripartite array of seismometers,1800 events were recorded. The majority of events were
shallowerthan 10 kin, although some occurredat depths up to 150 kin. Most of the events
were associatedwith the volcanic axis that trends northeast-southwest along the Alaska Peninsula. Although there are fifteen volcanic vents in the Katmai area, historic volcanic activity,
ranging from minor steaming to major explosiveeruptions has been limited to seven peaks.
Seismicactivity was generally greatest near the more recently active volcanos and was quite
low near the volcanos with no record of historic eruptions. Two exceptions to this general
tendency, however, were near Snowy and Fourpeaked Mountains. Most of the events in these
two areas were attributed to short-term increasesof seismicity in aftershock or swarm-type
sequences.The b value in a log-log plot of frequency versus amplitude for all shockswas 1.4,
which is intermediate between that of tectonic earthquakes (b -- 0.5 to 1.0) and that of volcanic earthquakes (b = 2 to 3). This b value plus the nature of the earthquakes observed
imply a mixture of tectonic and volcanic shocks in a highly heterogeneousstructure with
locally concentrated stresses.A comparison of seismogramsrecorded at Brooks, Overlook, and
Katmai Canyon shows a disappearanceof the $ phase along a path crossingthe volcanic
range. A study of specificevents suggeststhis is due to a shadowingeffect by a magma chamber rather than to a sourcemechanism.A slight increaseof seismicitywas observedin early
August near Mounts Trident and Martin, coincidingapproximately with evidence for a minor
eruption in that region. Detailed and confirming evidence of an eruption was limited because
of remoteness and unfavorable

weather

conditions.

A normalized

count of seismic events in

early August indicates that an increaseof seismicity associatedwith a major eruption could
be comparable to that observed at other volcanos of the explosive type and suggeststhat
continuousseismicmonitoring of the Katmai area would be of considerablevalue.
INTRODUCTION

Katmai

National

Monument

is situated about

is summarized in detail in a companion paper
[Ward and Matumoto, 1967].

Becauseof the great variety of, volcanicactivity in the Katmai region, the authors initiated a field programduringthe summerof 1965
worldwide attention in 1912 when' a violent
to
determinethe temporaland spatial distribueruptionwas attributed to Mount Katmai, one
tion
of earthquakehypocentersand their relaof the largest historic eruptions in the world.
tionship
to geologic structure and volcanic
Since that time a wide range of volcanic acevents.
This
paper describesthe analyses in
tivity from minor steamingand ash eruptions
to extrusion of viscous lava flows and pyro- spaceand time of 1800 earthquakesrecorded
elasticeruptionshas been observedfrom Mounts in 39 days by a high-frequencyhigh-gain triMartin, Mageik, Trident, Katami, Novarupta, partite array of seismometers.
Very few seismicstudieshave been made in
Griggs,and Kukak. Since 1953 'Mount Trident
has built a new summit conenearly 260 meters the remote Katmai region.The first seismicobhigh and has extruded nearly 0.4 km8 of servation on the Alaska Peninsulawas by the
blocky lava flows up to 300 meters thick. The U.S. GeologicalSurvey in 1927, using a Haon Kodiak Island and
historicvolcanicand seismicactivity in Katmai waiian type seismograph
400 km southwestof Anchorageon the Alaska
Peninsula (Figure 1). This area first attracted

later

• Lamont Geological Observatory Contribution
1038.

at

Dutch

Harbor

on Unalaska

Island

[Jones, 1932]. In 1963, Decker and Ward set
up the first seismographin the Katmai area
[Decker, 1963]. Their system consistedof a
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short-period vertical Benioff seismometer,phototube amplifier, and a Geotech Model C2
visible recorder.With 82 earthquakesrecorded
during 17 days,they showedthe feasibilityand
promise of future seismic study. During part
of the summer of 1965, a small conventional
seismicnetwork providing data on larger shocks
was operated in the Katmai area by the Univ'ersityof Alaska.
INSTRUMENTATION

A high-gain high-frequency tripartite array
of seismometers
was usedto provide ample data
for a detailedstudy of the temporaland spatial
distribution of regional earthquakes within a
limited time. The array systemwas nearly identical to that used in aftershock measurements

following the Alaskan earthquakeof March
29, 1964[Ma•umotoandPage,1966].
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The array systemconsistedof three matched,
critically damped, I-IS-10 2 cps vertical geophonesand modified Lamont short-periodseismic amplifier [Thanos, 1964]. The geophones
had a coil resistance of 1650 ohms and a volt-

age sensitivityof 2.2 volts/cm/sec.The amplifier had a gain of 100,000in the frequencyrange
from 0.2 to 80 cps and had an equivalentinput
noise voltage of 0.2 microvolt peak-to-peak.
The seismicsignals were recordedon a sevenchannel Precision Instrument 5104 FM magnetic tape recorder with a tape speed of %
inch/sec to provide a su•cient time resolution
for the array recording.The frequencyresponse
of the tape recorderwas flat from dc to 70 cps.
The equivalent recording noise was less than
20 millivolts peak-to-peak, and the dynamic
range was approximately 40 db/channel. The
amplifiers were operated at 18 db below the

MICROEARTHQUAKE

maximum gain becauseof the backgroundnoise
at the recordingsite. Nevertheless,with 18-db
attenuation in the gain and the playback system
describedbelow,the visible recordshad a magnification of more than two million at 10 cps.
Figure 2 showsthe combinedresponseand magnificationof the tripartite system.The response
curve for the short-period Benioff system of
the World-Wide StandardizedSeismograph
Network operating at 100,000 gain is also shown
for comparison.It may be seenthat the array
system has far better responsefrom 5 to 20
cps, the frequency range containing much of
the microearthquakeenergy.
The time signal was provided by a Bulova
Aeeutron

Chronometer

and

was

recorded

on

the fourth channel of the magnetic tape reeorder along with a low-gain seismic signal.
With daily calibrationsagainst WWVH or JJY
time signals,the accuracyof the Bulova clock
was sufficient

for

correlation

with

data

from
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Fig. 3. The relative location of the seismometers of the tripartite array installed on Overlook Itill.

(GMT) on a nearly continuousbasis on the
west end of Overlook Hill, 27 km west-northwest of Mount Katmai (Figure 1). Figure 3

other stations.The low-gain signalwas recorded showsthe relative location of the array seisfor the purposeof obtaining a wide dynamic mometersinstalled on nearly horizontally layered Naknek sandstone.

range.

The tripartite array, with a spread of approximately75.0metersbetweengeophones,
was
operated from July 11 to August 18, 1965

The background noise in the area consisted
of two sources,a ground noise with constant
amplitudebetween4 and 6 eps, due mainly to
a stream, and occasional wind noise which
varied in amplitude from time to time over

the frequencyrange of 20 to 70 cps. During
inclementweather,wind noisewas high enough
to obscure the smaller events.
!o 7

In addition to the array station at Overlook

/

z I0•
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/

104
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Hill two stationswith singlevertical component
seismometers
were operated at Brooks Camp,
22 km northwest of Overlook, and at Katmai
Canyon, 6 km southeastof Katmai Crater and
4 km west of Katmai Lakes (Figure 1). At
Katmai Canyon, recordingwas continuousfrom
July 21 to July 27, using a PI 5104 magnetic
tape recorderwith a tape speedof 15/160 inch/
see. At Brooks recordingswere made intermittently on the southeast flank of Dumpling
Mountain during the month of July. Over 50
hours of observationwere accumulated,using
either a Sanborn299 stripehart recorder with
a paper speedof 5 mm/seeor the tape recorder

' •WSSS

1.0

FREQUENCY

I0

I00

(CPS)

Fig. 2. The instrumental responseof the tripartite array installed on Overlook Itill. The
Benioff short-period seismograph of the WorldWide Standardized Seismograph Network operating at 100,000gains is shown for comparison.

mentioned above.
I)ATA ANALYSIS

After returningfrom the field, the magnetic
tapeswere first played back with paper speeds
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of 3.8 and 15 mm/min of recordedtime. During
39 days of nearly continuousoperationat Overlook Hill, more than 1800 shockswere recorded.
An

occasional increase in noise level

due to

wind was observed.During these periods the
noise would

sometimes

rise to 10 times that

of the calm periods, obscuringevents of small
amplitude. For the purpose of comparingthe
seismicitywith other areas 10 calm days were
chosen,and the daily number of earthquakes
with a trace amplitude of 2 mm or larger was
counted. The count ranged from 40 to 85
shoeks/daywith an exceptionof 190 shocks/
day on July 21. Excludingthe unusualcounton
July 21, there was an averageof 65 shoeks/day.
Among the 1800 microearthquakesrecorded,
nearly 560 events with a significantsignal-tonoise ratio were chosen for the analysis by
meansof the array method.The P-wave portion
of these events was played back at a speedof
either 25 or 50 mm/per see of recorded time
to provide a time resolutionof 5 mseefor measuring the differenceof P-wave arrivals across
the array. A tracing of a sample microaftershockfrom a playback record is shownin Figure 4. Although the P wave has an impulsive
character,generallythe first severalcycleswere
used in determiningthe arrival time differences
between traces.

From

the difference in P-wave

arrival

times

acrossthe array, the azimuth, angle of propagation path, and apparent velocity were calculated2' Earthquake hypoeenterswere then calculated using the azimuth, apparent velocity,
and S-P interval togetherwith a crustal model2'
When the S phasecouldnot be identified,only
azimuth and apparent velocity were determined. Because no information on erusta.1 struc-

ture was available for the I(atmai area, a
crustal model for the I(enai Peninsula was used.

This crustalmodelwas obtainedfrom the study
•-A table giving epicentersand depths of .the
microearthquakes
from the array measurementat
Overlook has been deposited as Document 9336

with the ADI Auxiliary Publications Project,
Photoduplication Service, Library of Congress,
Washington,D.C. A copy may be obtained by
citing the documentnumber and remitting $2.50
for photoprint or $1.75 for 35mm microfilm. Advance payment is required. Make cheeks or
money orderspayable to: Chief, Photoduplication
Service,Library of Congress.

0

I

2 SEC

Fig. 4. A sample seismogram of microearthquakes recorded by the tripartite array at Overlook Hill on July 25, 1965, 1519 GMT. A good
similarity of the first several peaks and troughs
can be seen.

of aftershocksfollowingthe Alaska earthquake
of March 29, 1964 [Matumoto and Page, 1966]
(Table 1).
The accuracyin the calculatedazimuth and
apparent velocity dependson the spacingbetween geophones,
the uniformity of local structure under the station, and the relative time
resolution between elementsof the array. The
resultant uncertainties in the computed azimuth and apparent velocity were estimated to
be 15 degreesand 5 per cent, respectively
[Maturnoto and Page, 1966]. During the period
of recording,11 earthquakeswere recordedboth
TABLE 1. Velocity-Depth Distribution

Depth, km
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
8O
85
9O

P-Wave Velocity, km/sec
5.20
5.46
5.86
6.59
7.19
7.58
7.73
7.84
7.92
7.95
7.99
8.11
8.16
8.21
8.29
8.27
8.2O
8.15
8.20
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Miyamura [1962], among others,has shown
that b is normally between 0.7 and 1.2 for
tectonicearthquakes,whereasMinakami [1960]
has found that
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Fig. 5. A comparisonof azimuthal angles determined from the tripartite array and the U.S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey preliminary epicenters. The' vertical lines passing through the
data points indicate the precisionof the determination of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.

by the tripartite array and by the U.S. Coast
and Geodetic Survey World-Wide Network.
These events were distributed along the Alaska
Peninsulaand in or near the gulf of Alaska with
the distances ranging from 64 to 460 km at
Overlook. Figure 5 showsa comparisonof azimuthal anglesdeterminedfrom the array data
and the determination

of the U.S.

b is between 2.1 and 3.0 for

what he calls B-type volcanic earthquakes.
Minakami pointed out that B-type earthquakes
take place directly under some active vents,
that the focal depth is generallyshallowerthan
i kin, and that the amplitude builds up and
dies out gradually with no distinct seismic
phases. Another type of volcanic earthquake
of deeper origin also takes place in volcanic
regions,and such shocksare called A-type volcarticearthquakesby Minakami. Their seismograms resemble those of ordinary tectonic
earthquakes.

Lessthan 7% of the earthquakes
observed
at Overlook were of the B-type. This doesnot
imply, however, that B-type earthquakesare
not commonin the area, but that a higher rate
of attenuation at the shallow structure along
the volcanic range and a greater distance for
the recordingof sucheventsmay be responsible.
For a more detailed study it will be necessary
to install a seismographin the immediate vicinity of the active vents.
A first interpretation of the intermediateb
value for the Katmai

area is that a mixture of

tectonicor A-type earthquakesincludingswarm

Coast and

I000_

GeodeticSurvey. All data points lie within the
expectedrange of uncertainty, and there is no
systematicdeviationbetweenthe two azimuths.
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Using recordingsfrom 9 calm days, the frequency versusamplitude relation was studied.
A log-log plot of frequencyversus amplitude
(Figure 6) approaches
a straightline with a b

a:

-

I00

value of 1.4 in the relation
-

logN

= a--

blog A

where N is the number of earthquakes with
trace amplitude larger than A and a is a constant that dependson the magnificationof the
instrument and general seismicityof the area.
When A denotes the number of earthquakes
with trace amplitude between A and A plus

AA, m is usedin placeof b where

-
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TRACE

AMPLITUDE

•

• •50
(ram)

lq'ig,6, .A_.
]og-]og p]ol• oœcumu]ative frequency
(N) versus maximum trace amplitude (A) for
recordswith low background noise.
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regionalcalm during July 15 to 19. Maximums
in frequency occur at $-P intervals of 3 to 4
see,6 to 7 see,and 10 to 12 sec.There are particularly strongpeaks at 6 see on graph e, and
causedboth by the heterogeneityof the ma- at 11 see on graphs e through f. These peaks
terials near the volcanicrange and by a stress indicate short-term increasesin seismicityin

and aftershock sequencesand B-type volcanic
earthquakes has been recorded. Further consideration suggeststhe existence of a locally
concentrated stress distribution that may be

concentration

as

a

result

of

movement

of

magma. Mogi [1962; 1963a, b] indicated in
his model experimentsthat the b value of the
elastic shocksgenerated in very porous and
extremelyheterogeneous
pumiceis clearly larger
(1.2 to 1.7) than the b value for shocks in
graniteand andesitcspecimens(0.6 to 1.0).
Figure 7 showsthe frequencydistributionof
earthquakesas a functionof 1-seeS-P intervals.
For the purposeof comparingthe distribution
during different periods,the data were divided
into 5-day samples,and the S-P interval versus
frequency relations for eight different periods
are illustrated. Only the eventswith trace amplitudes of 5 mm or larger were selected and
counted in order to eliminate

the influence

of

the fluctuation in noiselevel. Graph b showsa

05]M-•[• r-•(h)
0/•4_•

(g)
8/98/13

limited areas.

Such suddenincreasesof seismicityare more
readily observedin Figure 8, in which the daily
frequencyof eventsis shownfor each40ø interval

of azimuth.

The

saw-tooth

form

of the

curvesis influencedslightly by noiselevel and
by 30 hours,out of 900, lost when the magnetic
tape was changed every 2• days and when
animals had broken the cables. No normaliza-

tion has been attempted. Nevertheless,several
peaks in activity are clear and are limited to
certain small areas. Most

of the events in the

prominent peak on July 23 were located near
Snowy Mountain between an azimuth of 82ø
and 105 ø and at a distance of 40 to 50 km from

Overlook. This was a swarm-type sequence
where the activity gradually increased and
faded away within 30 hoursand whereno principal earthquakeswere observed.These swarmtype sequencesare rather common in volcanic

areasand suggestpossiblesubterraneanmagma
activity [Nasu et al., 1931; Nakamura and
Karo, 1937; Minakami, 1960; Hagiwara et al.,
1966].
Most of the events in the sharp peaks on
July 21 and 28 were located west of Fourpeaked Mountain in an area between an azimuth of 55 ø and 65 ø and at a distance of 90
Overlook. These events were

to 110 km from
•

) 7/25-7/29

•

) 7/20- 7/24

o

•

(b) 7/15 - 7/19

0
(e) 7/10-7/14
0

5

S-P

I0

INTERVAL

15

20

(SEC)

Fig. 7. The frequency distribution of earthquakes at 1-see $-P intervals. The data are divided into 5-day intervals from a through h.

primarily aftershocks of two magnitude 4.5
earthquakesshownin Figure 9, as reported by
the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey and relocated by the authors [Ward and Matumoto,
1967] using a program developed by Sykes
[Sykesand Landisman,1964]. An exponentially
decaying aftershock sequencewas clearly recorded following the main shock on July 21.
The hourly count of the aftershockswith trace
amplitudesof 1 mm or larger and with an S-P
interval of near 11 secis given in Table 2. The
seismicactivity west of FourpeakedMountain
was more prolonged than that near Snowy
Mountain. These earthquakesseem to be of
tectonicoriginand are apparently related to the
two faults mappedby Keller and Reiser [1959]
and shownin Figure 9.
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Fig. 8. The daily frequencyof eventsfor each 40ø interval of azimuth.Periodswhere
recordingwasinterruptedare indicatedon the lowesthorizontalaxisby through-ruledmarks
and gapsextendingover the lengthof the interruption.The sharpincreaseof eventson July
23 at the azimuthal range80ø to 120ø is a swarm-typesequencenear Snowy Mountain. Peaks

on July 21 and July 28 are aftershock
sequences
followingmagnitude4.5 earthquakes
westof
FourpeakedMountain. A slightincreaseof activity in early Augustcan be seenparticularly
in the azimuthal range of 120ø to 180ø.

Figure 1 showsthe distributionof the epicentersdeterminedby the array data listed in
Table 3. The different symbolsrepresentthe
depth of hypocenters
classified
in 20-km intervals.The three sizesof the symbolsindicatethe

precisionof the epicentraldetermination,
governedmainlyby the time resolution
of the first
arrivals and the clarity of the $ phase. The
larger symbolsindicate the more precise
terminations.

The two prominentfeaturesseenon the map
are the asymmetrical
distributionof the hypocenters around the Overlook Station and their

densedistributionalongthe northeast-to southwest-trending
volcanicrange.In fact 411 of the
490 epicenters
are southeast
of a NE-SW line
passingthroughthe array. The most active
seismicarea lies from due east to due south of
Overlook Station and includes most of the active volcanos.As has been describedabove, the

high densityof epicentersnear SnowyMountain is attributed to a swarm-type sequence.
These events should be separatedfrom a con-

sideration of regional seismicitysince swarm-

type sequences
usually continueonly for

short period of time, several hours to several
months.

To study the distribution of hypocentersin
depth, the most accuratelydeterminedhypocenters were projected on a northwest-southeast vertical plane that is approximatelyperpendicular to the axis of the Alaska Range
(Figure 10). About 60% of the events are
shallower

than

10 km

and

are

distributed

tightly aroundthe volcanicaxis.This phenomenon implies that the major part of the seismic
activity at the Katmai area is associatedwith
dynamic processesnear the volcanos.Another
25% are less than 50 km deep and are distributed together with the deeper events in a
roo•-like s•ructure. The eventswith deeper origins may outline a boundary to the seismic
domaindipping northwestwardunder the continent [Beaio#, 1954]. The limited accuracyof
the singletripartite techniqueand the hmited
number of data do not permit a much more detailed analysisof the distribution at this point.
Figure 11 showsa comparisonof seismograms
recordedat Brooks,Overlook,and Katmai Canyon. An earthquake from the Fourpeaked
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Fig. 9. Seismicity map of the Katmai region. The contour lines were based on the number
of events included in a circle of 5-km radius counted on an arbitrary 5-kin grid. The effect
of distance on the number of events recorded and the accuracy of the epicentral locations
has not been corrected for. Faults located by Keller and Reiser [1959] are shown for comparison.The cluster of epicentersin the northeast quadrant are primarily aftershocksof two
magnitude 4.5 earthquakeswhose epicentersare shown as relocated by Ward and Matumoto
[1967] from teleseismi½data.

TABLE

2.

Number of Events with S-P Interval

between 10 and 13 sec Following the
Earthquake of July 21, 1966

Time (GMT)

July 21, 1966
09h
09h
09h
09h
10h
1Oh
11h
11h
12h
12h

OOm 15s
08m 17.6s
08m to 09h
38m to l Oh
08m to 10h
38m to 11h
08m to 11h
38m to 12h
08m to 12h
38m to 13h

Number

Remarks
Foreshock
Main shock m -- 4.5

38m
08m
38m
08m
38m
08m
38m
08m

39
22
13
11
10
5
1
3

Mountain area on July 21 (no. 422) had clear
P and S phasesat Overlook and Brooks but
had no clear S as recordedat Katrnai Canyon.
Inversely, an earthquakeon July 23 (no. 566)
approachingOverlook acrossthe volcanicaxis
from the southeast had a clear S phase at
Katrnai Canyon only. It shouldbe noted first
that the anglesbetween Overlook and Katrnai
Canyon measuredfrom the epicenter are 18ø
for no. 422 and 14 ø for no. 566. Since the S

phasesrecorded at Katrnai Canyon and Overlook came from a small area of the focal sphere,
their differencescannot simply be explainedby
the focal mechanism.Second,the paths of the
waves with no observedS phase crossthe volcanic axis. Third, the seismogramsthat consist
of a P phasealone showa lower predominant
frequencythan the seismograms
that consistof

MICROEARTHQUAKE
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both P and S phases.These phenomenaimply
a shadowingeffect of magma chamberson the
S phaseand possiblythe higher-frequencycomponentsof P rather than an effectof the source
mechanism.The same phenomenonhas been reported by Gorshkov [1954]. Such an effect
wouldbe of great value in the determinationof
volcanic structure and deservesfurther study.
SEISMICITY NEAR Mou•? TRIDENT •N
E•LY
A•SG•SST1965

From August 4 to August 6, 1965 (GMT),
a heavy concentrationof dust and some sulphurous fumes were noted in the Valley of
Ten

Thousand

Smokes and the Brooks River

whether

the dust was of aeolean

Mount

Trident.

All

or volcanic

visual

observations

DISTANCE

OVER__LOOK

+

50

I00

++ + +
.h.

+
-I-

SE

50

++

2'

between

the

seismographswith a peak magnificationof 4000
near 4 cps and at distancesfrom the crater of

NW

• +

interconnections

earthquakesrecordedduring a calm period by

centers in the Mount
Trident
and Mount
Martin
area. The solid circles are events be-

OKM

of the

Prior to a major eruption, an increase of
seismicity has been reported by Minakami
[1960] at Mount Asama,Japan, and by MacDonald [1959] for the Hawaiian volcanos.This
is not surprisingsincemagma rising to the surface would provide new stressesin the crust.
Accordingto Minakarat [1960], the number of

have been compiledand discussedin detail by
Ward and Ward [1966].
There was a slight increasein seismicity during early August. Figure 12 shows the epi-

50 KM

showsthe increasenot only in locatableearthquakesbut also in B-type volcanicearthquakes,
which are often associatedwith magmatic activity. The most pronouncedincreaseover the
average number of events was between the azimuths of 120ø and 160ø, the regionnear Mount
Trident. Seveneventsoccurredon both August
3 and 4, more than three times the average
daily number. There was a general increasein
seismicitythroughoutthe Katmai regionduring
this period. If there was a minor eruption at
this time, this regionalincreasemay be a re-

Katmai volcanossuggested
by severale,arlier
observations[Ward and Matumoto, 1967].

origin. During this period, however, Mount
Martin was steaming vigorously and clouds of
possiblevolcanic origin were observedto rise
over

tween August i and 5. The records have been
reread for these events in order to provide the
most accurate epicenters possible. Figure 8

flection

area. Despite a careful compilation of all observations,it was impossibleto establishclearly
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Fig. 10. The projection of the most accurately determined hypocenters on a northwestsoutheastvertical plane that is nearly perpendicularto the axis of the volcanic range.
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Mount Trident area on August 3 and 4 to
Minakami's data, the number of events recorded is assumedto be proportional to the
magnificationof the instrument and to the in-

14 GMT

No. 422
OVERLOOK

AND

versesquareof the distancefrom the volcano.
With a value of I X 10ø for the magnification
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Accordingto Minakarni [1959, 1960], a measure of the kinetic energy (E) of an eruption
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can be estimated from the maximum amplitude
(A) of the horizontal ground movement at a
distance of 4 km during the largest eruption
earthquake. For the energy range from 5. X
10:7 to 5 X l lY" ergs, Minakami gives the
formula
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He calculatesan energy of 4 X 10TMergs for
the 1958 eruption of Mount Asama.
Using the same formula for the activity in
the Katmai area in early August and substituting 2.0 X 10-• mm for A, as recordedon a
vertical

seismometer and corrected to a dis-

;

tance of 4 kin, the kinetic energy would be of
Fig. 11. A comparisonof seismograms
recorded the order of 4 X 10•7 ergs. If we assumethat
at Brooks, Overlook, and Katmai Canyon. Dis- the daily number of earthquakes associated
appearanceof the S phase implies a possible
with an eruption is proportionalto the square
shadoweffect of a magma chamber.
root of the kinetic energyreleased,an eruption
in the Katmai region of the order of that at

Asama of 0.9, 2.5, and 4.0 km, were 20, 16,
and 6 per day, respectively.There was an increase of several fold about two months before

'<:•]"T.,ri
parf,ite Array

the commencementof eruptive activity and as
much as twentyfold several days before an

Valley'of

I0,000 •no.ke
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eruption. About 400 B-type volcanic earthquakesper day were associatedwith eruptions
from October to December 1958, beginning 1
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week beforethe first eruption.
It is of interest to compare the increaseof

MtMartin•

seismicityobservedin the Katmai regionduring earlyAugustto that preceding
major erup-

t Mageik
o
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Kilometers

tions of volcanoselsewhere.Mount Asama, in

environment and has a viscousmagma with a

Fig. 12. The location of epicentersof earthquakesrecordedduring July and August from the

silica contentslightly lower than that in Katmat. To relate the 7 earthquakes,includingboth
A- and B-types, recordedper day from the

circles indicate the earthquakesduring the period
from August I to 5, and the open circles are for
the rest of the recorded period.

Japan,is in approximatelythe sametectonic

Mount

Trident-Mount

Martin

area. The

closed

MICROEARTHQUAKE

Mount Asama would have approximately220
earthquakes
per day duringthe activephase.
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It should be noted that a comparisonof
large earthquakesfrom the Katmai region that
have been recorded teleseismicallysince 1912
and observed volcanic data shows no distinct

A high-gain high-frequencytripartite array correlation between them [Ward and Matuhas provided sufScientmicroearthquakedata moro, 1967]. This is particularly true in the
in 39 days to sketch the seismicityof Mount better recordedperiod since 1950, even though
Katmai and vicinity. Figure 9 shows contour the recent eruptions of Mount Trident have
lines of seismicity based on %he number of been heard and felt at Brooks Lake 50 km to
events within

a circle of 5-km

radius counted

on an arbitrary 5-km grid. If the effect of d•srance on the number

of events recorded and

the accuracy of the epicentral locations were
corrected for, there would probably be lower
seismicitynear the array and a closer clustering of events in the northeast quadrant of the
map.

The most striking feature of this map is that
regions of high seismicity fall predominantly
along the volcanic range. A closer examination
showsa fair correlationbetweenregionsof high
seismicityand recent volcanic activity. Mounts
Martin and Trident, both recently active
[Ward and Matumoto, 1967], have moderate
seismicity. Mounts Mageik, tNovarupta, and
Katmai, which have had little activity recently,
show moderate to low seismicity.Mounts
kak, Dennison, Stellar, Devils Deck, and
Kaguyak have had nearly no reported activity
and have very low seismicity. The most notable exceptionis Snowy Mountain, which has
had no observederuptions and which has the
highestseismicityby a factor of two. Most of
these events were in a swarm-type sequence.
Their relation to possiblefuture volcanic activity is not clear. Another exceptionis Mount
Griggs, which has moderate seismicitybut has
had little recentvolcanicactivity; nevertheless,
there was a very active fumarole near its
summit during 1965..
With the epicentral uncertainty, the events
in the northeast quadrant of Figure 9 could be
associated with Mount Douglas and Fourpeaked Mountain, which have had little recent
volcanicactivity. Nonethelessthese events appear to be associatedwith tectonic faulting,
since they were primarily aftershocks of the
two magnitude 4.5 earthquakesshown. This is
more evidenceof high microearthquakeactivity
observed during limited periods in regions of
recent faulting [Oliver et al., 1966, and Brune
et al., 1967].

the northwest.

The high acquisitionrate of microearthquakes
has allowed a detailed initial study of the
seismic and volcanic activity in the Katmai
region during a short field season.With the
knowledgeto be gained from a more detailed
seismicstudy, already in progress,microearthquakes should prove to be a valuable tool in
comparing the seismicity of many volcanic
regions.
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